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1950. 
 
Première section   
 
1ère question:  Is a pre-sentence examination of the offender advisable so as to 
assist the judge is choosing the method of treatment appropriate to the needs of the 
individual offender ? (Examen du prévenu avant le jugement) 
 
2ème question: How can psichiatric science be applied in prisons with regard both to 
the medical treatment of certain prisoners and to the classification of prisoners end 
individualization of the regime ? (la psychiatrie dans les établissements 
pénitentiaires) 
 
3ème question:  What principles should underline the classification of prisoners in 
penal institutions? (Classification dans les établissements pénitentiaires) 
 
 
Deuxième section  
 
1Ere question:  To what extent can open institutions take the place of the traditional 
prison (Les institutions ouvertes) 
 
2ème question : The treatment and realise of habitual offenders (le traitement des 
délinquants d’habitude) 
 
3ème question: How is prison labour to be organized so as to yield both moral and a 
useful social and economic return ? (Le travail pénitentiaire) 
 
 
Troisième section  
 
1ère question : Short term imprisonment an its alternatives (probation, fines, 
compulsory home labour, etc.) (Le problème des courtes peines) 
 
2ème question: How should the conditional release of prisoners be regulated ? Is it 
necessary to provide a special regime for prisoners whose sentence is nearing its 
end so as to avoid the difficulties arising out of the sudden return to community life? 
(Libération conditionnelle) 
 
3ème question: To what extent does the protection of society require the existence 
and publicity of a register of convicted persons, and how should both this register and 
the offender’s restoration full civil status be organized with a view to facilitating his 
social rehabilitation ? (Casier judiciaire et reclassement social) 
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Quatrième section  
 
1ère question: What developments have there been in the penal treatment of juvenile 
offenders (Reformatory, Borstal institution, “Prison-Ecole”, etc.)? (Le traitement pénal 
des adolescents). 
 
2ème question: Should the protection of neglected and morally abandoned children 
be secured by a judicial authority or by non-judicial body ? Should the Courts for 
delinquent children and juveniles be maintained ? (Tribunal pour mineurs ou autorité 
administrative). 
 
3ème question: Should not some of the methods developed in the treatment of young 
offenders be extended to the treatment of adults ? (Applicabilité aux adultes du 
traitement de la jeunesse délinquante). 
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